
Maximize ad revenue 
from your mobile assets
 
Increase ad revenue with a unique, flexible 
approach to mediation that goes beyond 
header bidding and provides access to 
exclusive brand demand.
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Ogury
Intelligent  
Monetization



Although our algorithm will optimize your revenue 
more effectively than a human, we also understand 
that sometimes you need the flexibility to manage 
deals directly with Demand Partners.
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Header bidding: CPM in the bid request

Gain access to Ogury exclusive demand which leverages unique Ogury data and purpose-built AI, to identify 
ideal users and perfect audiences for world-renowned brands. By reliably identifying brands’ ideal consumers 
within your app user base, Ogury is able to unlock premium budgets and deliver a CPM much higher than the 
industry average.

In the quest to effectively monetize apps, Publishers are left with no choice but to display ads for competitor games, 
which leads to user churn. In addition, inefficient mediation results in a missed opportunity to earn maximum 
revenue for each ad placement.

Ogury Intelligent Monetization connects you to all demand sources on the market and goes beyond header 
bidding by making the most of every demand source.  Our unique algorithm creates a custom prioritization for 
every single ad request, guaranteeing maximum fill rate and high CPMs with no latency.

Our dedicated Demand Team provide rapid setup and provide ongoing monitoring and optimization support. 

Retain users and command top CPMs 

Are you leaving money on the table? 

Go beyond header bidding, increase ad revenue 



one SDK one Account one Payment

Connect to every major demand source on the 
market with just one SDK. Manage one account and 
receive payments on demand. 

Customer success

Working with Ogury has revolutionized how we monetize our 
mobile assets. We thought we were doing well before, but the 
results we’ve had using Ogury Intelligent Monetization have 
been well beyond our expectations.

It is very evident how much Ogury has helped make an impact on 
our lifetime value. Our LTV at 180 days almost doubled.

One SDK. One account. 
One Payment On Demand 
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